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Are you new to computers? Does new technology make you nervous? Relax! You're holding in your hands the easiest guide ever to computers — a book that skips the long-winded explanations and shows you how things work. All you have to do is open the book, follow Chip, your friendly guide — and discover just how easy it is to get up to speed.

	Learn how to use different types of computers    and software
	
    Create documents and work with different   programs      	

    
	
    Get online, start using email, and manage   music and photos      	

    
	
    "Simplify It" sidebars offer real-world advice      	

    
	
    A friendly character called Chip introduces each task      	

    
	
    Full-color screen shots walk you through step by step       	

    
	
    Self-contained, two-page lessons make learning a snap      

    


About author

Paul McFedries is the president of Logophilia Limited, a technical writing company. Paul has worked with many different types of computers since 1975 and has been a full-time technical writer since 1991. He has written over 50 books that have sold more than three million copies worldwide. These books include the Wiley titles Teach Yourself VISUALLY Windows Vista, Windows Vista Top 100 Simplified Tips & Tricks, and The Unofficial Guide to Microsoft Office 2007. Paul is also the proprietor of Word Spy (www.wordspy.com), a website that tracks new words and phrases as they enter the language.
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Bluetooth Security (Artech House Computer Security Series)Artech House Publishers, 2004
Bluetooth wireless technology is gradually becoming a popular way to replace
existing wireline connections with short-range wireless interconnectivity. It is
also an enabling technology for new types of applications. In this chapter we
give a short background and a condensed description of how the Bluetooth system
works. We will...
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Protocols for Micropropagation of Woody Trees and FruitsSpringer, 2007

	Micropropagation has become a reliable and routine approach for large-scale rapid plant multiplication, which is based on plant cell, tissue and organ culture on well defined tissue culture media under aseptic conditions. A lot of research efforts are being made to develop and refine micropropagation methods and culture media for large-scale...
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Cryptography: Theory and Practice (Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications)CRC Press, 1995
My objective in writing this book was to produce a general, comprehensive textbook that treats all the essential core areas of cryptography. Although many books and monographs on cryptography have been written in recent years, the majority of them tend to address specialized areas of cryptography. On the other hand, many of the existing general...
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Practical Ajax Projects with Java TechnologyApress, 2006
If you're a Java developer already versed in Ajax-style programming, and you want to take your knowledge to the next level, then this is the book for you. Practical Ajax Projects with Java Technology provides the ultimate learn-by-example experience, featuring seven complete example applications for you to learn from and then adapt for...
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More Joel on Software: Further Thoughts on Diverse and Occasionally Related MattersApress, 2008

	Since the release of the bestselling title Joel on Software in 2004, requests for a sequel have been relentless. So, we went back to the famed JoelonSoftware.com archives and pulled out a new batch of favorites, many of which have been downloaded over one million times. With Joel’s newest book, More Joel on Software,...
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Developments in Speech SynthesisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Contemporary speech synthesis is perceived as inadequate for general adoption for user interaction, largely because it rests on an inadequate model of human speech production and perception. This book reviews the underlying model, brings out areas of inadequacy and suggests how improvements might be made. It is argued that a greater understanding...
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